Some consequences of an isotensor component of the electromagnetic current are examined in simple pion photoproduction.
INTRODUCTION
The electromagnetic current, J,(x), is usually assumed to be the sum of two terms, an isoscalar, $ (x), and the third component of an isovector, J: (x) .
From this it follows that to lowest order in the electromagnetic coupling constant only transitions with AI = 0 and 1 are possible in scattering processes initiated by electromagnetic interactions. Without questioning the validity of the Gell-Mann-Nishjima relation, Q= d3x<AlJo(x)IA>=13+Y,'2 s (1.1) one may ask whether the electromagnetic current has a more complicated isospin structure. This question has been raised, during the past few years, by a number of authors 1,2,3,4,5 who were motivated to find an explanation for the first results on the branching ratio R =I' (7)--r37r")/I'(,+7r+7r-,").
(I-2)
They have stated that there is little experimental information on the isospin properties of the electromagnetic current and have suggested several experimental tests for detecting an isotensor component -of JP (x) . Implicit in their discussions is that there might exist a very large isotensor contribution to the electromagnetic current, which would not have been detected by present experiments.
The main reason for this state of affairs is the lack of systems of isospin greater than 3/2 with which to observe AI = 2 transitions unambiguously.
Grishin, et al. 1 and Kabir and Dombey2 recommended a measurement of the ratio of the cross sections for photoproduction of the charged and neutral A (1236) from a deuterium target to test for the presence of an isotensor current.
For pure A-production, the isospin of
In the absence of an isotensor interaction, the ratio of these cross sections is unity. 9 the final state is restricted to only an I = 1 state is produced (I. 3a) (I. 3b) 1 or 2. and 9 As pointed out by Kabir and Dombey", and emphasized by Shaw", the non-resonant production of an I = l/2 final state at a mass of the A(1236) constitutes a serious background. This I = l/2 state is produced through isoscalar as well as isovector photons and changes the ratio of I. 3a and I. 3b from unity even in the absence of an isotensor interaction (see Eqs. 1.7 and 1.8).
G. Shaw3 suggested that the background could be reduced by a factor of 10 or 20 by detecting only those events in which the final state contained a neutral pion. It is known that almost all of the 7r" photoproduction cross section at the resonance proceeds through the A(1236). Consequently, requiring a 71" in the final state will enrich the ratio of N*'s in the sample.
Unfortunately, the requirement of Shaw adds a serious complication to an already difficult experiment.
There is an obvious technical simplification if the experimenter is required only to detect and measure the momentum and angle of a single nucleon, using the two body kinematics to restrict the mass of the undetected pion-nucleon sys tern.
In this paper we wish to point out:
1. This "simpler" type experiment is even a more sensitive test for the isotensor interaction, if one measures the difference in the cross sections for reactions I. 3a and I. 3b as a function of the mass of the undetected particles in the region of the A(1236) resonance (section 1).
2. Present experimental data on pion photoproduction from the nucleon permit one to set an upper bound on the strength of the isotensor current which is only a few percent of the isovector (Section 2).
The bounds found in Section 2 imply that Shawls experiment' is not sufficiently sensitive. Furthermore, the experiment suggested in Section 1 will yield a null result unless the difference between the cross sections for I. 3a and I. 3b
is measured with sufficient accuracy to define energy dependent changes in this difference which are smaller than 5 to 10 percent of the individual cross sections .
Although we do not address ourselves to ther) decay, nevertheless it is interesting to note that recent results find the ratio R = 1.4 f 0.2. 6 Expressing R as 5
( 1.4) where r is the ratio of the isospin I = 3 amplitude to the I = 1 amplitude in the final state, one obtains from the recent data the ratio r = 3.8 per cent f 3.8 per cent, if r is assumed to be real. Therefore, if there exists an isotensor current which excites the I = 3 final state in the q decay, it should be only a small contribution to the total electromagnetic current. The general transition matrix element may be written in the form
where E is the polarization vector of the photon. P In lowest order of the electromagnetic interaction, the current operator, Jv (0)) depends only on the strong interactions. Now in order to introduce in (1.2) transitions with AI = 0, 1, and 2 we assume the following decomposition of
Usually terms with T > 1 are assumed to be zero.
We are interested in describing experiments in which only a single nucleon of reaction(1. 1)is detected and deducing information about strengths of amplitudes for pure isospin states of the undetected pion-nucleon system. For convenience we will often refer to this undetected system as the X particle. The first step is to expand the amplitudes for the reactions (1.1) in states of definite isospin, Ix = l/2, 3/2, and 1: of thexparticle. We denote these amplitudes by Since the details of spinare not pertinent to our discussion we will continue to neglect them.
Consider an experiment in which only a nucleon is detected and no attempt is made to identify the other particles. If we detect a neutron, we are measuring the sum of the cross sections for (1.a) and (1. b).
and if we detect a proton we are measuring the sum of (1. c) and (1. d) (1.. 8) We are interested in the difference between these two cross sections Ag=W -CT =Re 8A1 P N I A2* 312 3/2 -4Al/2 l/2 ) 0 Al* I
(1*9) since in Ahcronly the interference terms between isotensor and isovector or isoscalar and isovector excitations appear.
The difference Aohas the important property that the X particle in the isospin 3/2 state will be seen only by the interference of the isovector and MeV below the mass of the A(1236), there will be a small additional contribution to the background. Also if the isotensor term is smaller than the isoscalar, which may be expected from our discussion in the next section, then it is necessary to consider the higher order electromagnetic effects. These radiative corrections can also produce I = 2 final states and may limit the sensitivity of the experiment if they can not be calculated reliably. Here one sees that not only the isotensor amplitude will produce a deviation from r = 1 but also the isoscalar. Consequently one is limited in sensitivity to 2 A3/2 = O(A;,2).
Section 2
Limits on the Isotensor Current Following from Photoproduction.
A. General considerations
As mentioned in the introduction, the analysis of single pion photoproduction provides an upper limit for the strength of the isotensor interaction.
We will first discuss the results following from 7r" production. Then we give a discussion of the limits that can be set by analyzing the difference between 7r+ and r-production from deuterium.
Assuming that the electromagnetic current has the structure given in (1. .1) we have expanded the isovector parts H* into their contributions leading to final states with isospin l/2 and 3/2. These have been denoted by H l/2 , H 312 . Note that in this second form the Eq. (2.1) are of the form (1.6). This is true because in (1.6) the detected nucleon plays for the isospin decomposition only the role of a spectator. Therefore, if we subtract the cross sections for photoproduction at the neutron from those for photoproduction at the proton we obtain a relation '
analogous to (1.9) =Re (8H 3/2H2* -4IfH ). l/2" However, from the experimental point of view the difference (1.9) is easier to obtain, and therefore it is preferred for the detection of a possible isotensor interaction.
In the following we shall be only concerned with the limits on the isotensor excitation of the A(1236) resonance. We shall compare it with the corresponding isovector contribution, to characterize the strength of the interaction in question. These terms can be lumped together -10 -in a constant, which fixes Im M 3/2 1+ (ER) and which has to be taken from experi-3/2 ment to obtain an accuracy of Ml+ better than 10 per cent. But, of course, one might also assume that ,part of the discrepancy in (2.2) is caused by the neglect of the isotensor interaction.
A.n isotensor excitation of the A (1236) We would like to stress that (2.6) derived from To-production is based on the assumption that current theory can predict (2.3) within 20 per cent and that only these 20 per cent can be made responsible for an appreciable isotensor interaction. A violation of (2.6) would clearly upset our present understanding 3/2 of the theory of Ml+ 0
The bound (2.6) is confirmed by a less model dependent analysis, which the present data on the n+/n-ratio allow. The upper limit (2.11) is of the same order of magnitude as obtained in Section 2. B.
SUMMARY
We conclude that present experimental information on pion photoproduction places an upper bound on the strength of the isotensor interaction for exciting the A(1236) resonance of a few per cent of the strength of the isovector. Therefore, the interaction in question yields contribution in pion photoproduction, which is at most of the order of the isoscalar term. The isoscalar term itself is not quantitatively well defined by present experiments.
Most of the experiments suggested in the literature 1, 2, 3, 4 for detecting the isotensor interaction will give a null result unless they are carried out to high accuracy. Those experiments which involve photoproduction of the A (1236) should be examined carefully, because the non-resonant contributions will generally prevent one from achieving sufficient sensitivity to the isotensor term. The experiment described in Section 1 avoids the problems of the non-resonant background to a high degree, but would have to be a precision measurement because of the assumed smallness of the isotensor interaction.
FIGURE CAPTION
Center-of-Mass differential cross section for or+ and n--photoproduction.
The experimental points are obtained from measurements of the 7rf/nratio from deuterium and the rf cross sections from hydrogen. 10
The theoretical curves were calculated from the photoproduction dispersion theory. 8
The difference between the cross sections for T+ and x-production shown in Fig. l(a) .
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